Black & White Night II

31/1/03

our initial dip into cinema’s first flowering proved to be one of
last season’s most popular evenings, we are pleased to say that
Stephen horne has agreed to join us again this season as
accompanist. This evening’s films are, we admit, a curious
pairing but since we only get one chance each season to enjoy
the silent movie era we wanted to contrast rather than
complement.

Never Weaken
1921 - USa - 20 min B&W, Silent
Director: Fred newmeyer
Harold Lloyd, Mildred Davis, Roy Brooks, Mark Jones
although he didn’t realise it at the time, this was harold
lloyd’s last two-reeler (the next film, a Sailor-Made Man,
would start off as a two reeler but grow into four). The film is
a lloyd tour de force in which he must navigate hot rivets
and loose beams and find his way to safety at the bottom of
the partially constructed building. a classic of hollywood’s
silent comedy era.

Battleship Potempkin
1925 - USSR - 65 min. - B&W
Director: Sergei eisenstein
Alexander Antonov, Vladimir Barsky, Grigory Alexandrov
commissioned by the Soviet government to make a film
commemorating the Uprising of 1905, eisenstein focused on
the violent mutiny on board the eponymous ship before
moving inland to show the abortive citizen’s revolt against
the czarist regime and the riot on the odessa steps –
generally regarded as the single most famous and influential
four minutes of film ever made. Must-see cinema at its most
gripping.

Little voice

14/2/03

1998 - UK - 96 min. - colour
Director: Mark herman
Brenda Blethyn, Jane Horrocks, Michael Caine,
Jim Broadbent, Ewan McGregor
Jane horrocks is simply stunning as the eponymous heroine,
a shy reclusive girl whose singing talent (horrocks in full and
splendid voice) is only discovered when Michael caine
crashes onto the screen as a wonderfully seedy impresario. a
great story and a wonderful cast.

Great Expectations

28/2/03
35

1946- UK - 118 min. - B&W
Director: David lean
John Mills, Valerie Hobson, Alec Guinness, Jean Simmons,
Bernard Miles
From the heart stopping opening graveyard scene to Miss
havisham’s musty and oppressive living tomb, lean moves
from one theatrical set piece to the next, taking the excellent
cast and willing audience along with him. arguably the
greatest cinematic adaptation of Dickens and all the better for
lean’s ruthless cutting of the novel’s many sub-plots.

The Usual Suspects

14/3/03

1995 - USa - 105 min. - colour
Director: Bryan Singer
Stephen Baldwin, Gabriel Byrne, Chazz Palminteri, Kevin
Pollak, Pete Postlethwaite, Kevin Spacey, Morgan Hunter
“Round up the usual suspects” ordered the Police chief in
casablanca – well, here they are in one of the most compelling
thrillers of recent times. The complex heist-gone-wrong plot
twists like an agitated snake giving a knot-tying
demonstration, but no matter how convoluted reality and
perception become, the film never loses its grip or its logic and
if you haven’t worked out who the mysterious Keyser Soze is
by the end, all loose ends are neatly and satisfyingly revealed.
compulsive fun – but don’t blink.

The Fleapit Cinema Club
Westerham Hall
Quebec Avenue, Westerham, Kent.

Doors and bar open 7:30PM
Main Feature starts 8:00PM unless otherwise indicated.

The SeaSon aT a Glance
The lady Killers
chocolat
The Shawshank Redemption
Dr. Strangelove
The Seventh Seal
The White Balloon
a Matter of life and Death
Withnail & I
le Fabuleux Destin d’amelie Poulain
Black & White night*
little Voice
Great expectations
The Usual Suspects
high Society
*See summary for details

The Fleapit
Cinema Club

20th September’02
4th october’02
18th october’02
1st november’02
15th november’02
6th December’02
20th December’02
3rd January’03
17th January’03
31st January’03
14th February’03
28th February’03
14th March’03
28th March’03

Tickets for Members’ Guests are £3.00
payable on the door.
Seats are allocated on a first come, first served basis.

High Society

28/3/03

1956 - USa - 107 min - colour
35
7:00 for 7:30
Director: charles Walters
Bing Crosby, Grace Kelly, Frank Sinatra,
Celeste Holm, John Lund
Set amongst the rich and famous in newport, Rhode Island,
this gentler retelling of Philip Barry’s The Philadelphia Story,
substitutes the original’s satirical edge with the music of cole
Porter and louis armstrong (“Well, Did You evah?”, “now
You has Jazz”, “True love” and “You’re Sensational” among
others), proof for most film goers that fair exchange is no
robbery. The plot revolves around the on-off wedding plans of
Tracy lord, played by Grace Kelly in her last role before she
married Prince Rainier.
as is customary for the last film of the season, supper will be
served in the interval.

as a Film club, we are not bound by the classification system of the
British Board of Film censors. We believe it is down to the personal
judgement of parents and guardians to decide if a film is suitable and
will gladly provide additional information on any of the films being
shown if required.

For further information please contact:
Mark Mountjoy on 01959-561501

Sixth Season
September 2002 - March 2003

The Ladykillers

The Fleapit
Cinema Club

20/09/02

1955 - UK - 87 min. - colour
Director: alexander MacKendrick
Alec Guinness, Cecil Parker, Herbert Lom, Peter Sellers,
Katie Johnson
We get more requests for ealing comedies than any other
genre – and this quintessentially British black farce of inept
bank robbers is one of the most popular. ladykillers put Sellars
on the map and gave the world, through veteran Katie
Johnson’s award winning performance, the definitive little
old lady. Jack Warner, Frankie howard, Kenneth connor and
Stratford Johns’ early cameo appearances all add to the fun.

W

elcome to Season Six, featuring films from
countries as diverse as Iran and Sweden via
the UK, France and hollywood and covering
a time span of some 80 years. In response to Member’s
comments, all the season’s films have one thing in
common – a strong and unequivocal sense of narrative.
here are 14 stories told in 14 different ways, each
combining script and cinematography to create a unique
experience.
last season’s experiment with matinees was not, alas, a
success and they have unfortunately had to be
withdrawn. on a more positive note, the Boxing Day
screening has been moved into December so that more
Members can enjoy it. and, of course, our final film will
be accompanied by supper in the interval.

1964 - USa / UK - 93 min. - B&W
Director: Stanley Kubrick
Peter Sellers, George C. Scott, James Earl Jones
Satire doesn’t come better or blacker than this and while the
cuban missile crisis may have given it greater resonance at its
release, the exquisite script (containing more quotable lines
than it has any right to) and bravura comic performances,
especially by Sellars and Scott, render it timeless. and if that
doesn’t work, just think ‘Iraq’ every time a hawkish american
looks menacingly towards Russia.

2000 - USa - 121 min. - colour
Director: lasse hallström
Juliette Binoche, Lena Olin, Johnny Depp, Judi Dench,
Alfred Molina
chocolat successfully revived the cinema’s interest in morality
tales. here, the joys of temptation, expressed through the
mystical powers of the chocolates sold in Binoche’s newly
opened sweet shop are pitched against the control of the
catholic church during lent in 1959 rural France. a strong
international cast adds depth to the magical realism of this
comedy-with a-message’s basic premise.

The Shawshank Redemption

The White Balloon

4/10/02
35

address:

Telephone:
Please complete the above and send with your
cheque, made payable to THE FLEAPIT
CINEMA CLUB, c/o Mark Mountjoy,
Court Lodge, Westerham, Kent, TN16 2DH

✁

Individual: £30 (£20 Students / Senior citizens)
Family: £40 (£25 Senior citizens)

15/11/02

1957 - Sweden - 96 min. - B&W
Director: Ingmar Bergman
Max Von Sydow, Gunnar Björnstrand, Bengt Ekerot,
Nils Poppe, Inga Gill
Unlike many other art house classics, The Seventh Seal’s fame
is due to its accessibility – it has serious points to make but
never forgets that its audience has cinematic as well as
intellectual expectations. Set in a 14th-century plagued by war
and pestilence, the film tells the story of a world-weary
disillusioned Knight’s homecoming. convinced by experience
that God does not exist, he embarks on an intellectual game of
cat and mouse with Death itself. Working on both narrative and
symbolic levels, this immensely powerful film culminates in a
hauntingly indelible dance of death. not surprisingly, few
other films have been so extensively imitated and parodied by
the mainstream.

Chocolat

name:

1/11/02

or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb

The Seventh Seal

Membership Form

Membership entitles entrance to all films at no extra
cost. Family membership covers adults and/or
children living at the same address.

Dr. Strangelove

18/10/02

1994 - USa - 142 min. - colour
Director: Frank Darabont
Tim Robbins, Morgan Freeman, Bob Gunton, Bill Sadler
Filmed on location in an ohio prison, this is no ordinary prison
drama. although it makes the occasional knowing nod in the
direction of the genre’s many conventions, the extraordinary,
transcendent central performances of Robbins and Freeman lift
it to a level the genre was never intended to go. Freeman takes
innocent lifer Robbins under his wing for fear he will crack.
Thus protected, Robbins uses his skills over the 20-year period
of the film to improve the lot of warders and inmates alike.

6/12/02

1995 - Iran - 90 min. - colour
Director: Jafar Panahi
Aida Mohammadkhani, Mohsen Kalifi,
Fereshtch Sadr Orfani, Anna Bourkowska,
Mohammad Bahktiari
Told in real time, this simple, delightful, award-winning film
captures perfectly a young girl’s excitement and wonder as she
goes on her first solo adventure through the teeming street life
of Tehran’s markets to buy a goldfish. The beauty, pain, bustle
and peace of everyday Iranian life are revealed through the
child’s eyes without Western sentimentality.

A Matter of Life and Death

20/12/02
35

1946 - UK - 104 min. - colour and B&W
Director: Michael Powell & emeric Pressburger
Robert Atkins, David Niven, Kim Hunter, Marius Goring,
Raymond Massey, Richard Attenborough
one of, if not the, most complex film to come out of World
War II: a Matter is both a comedy that can leave its viewers in
tears and a romantic drama that can have that same audience
laughing out loud. It’s multi-layered script makes it a highly
literate film but it is the dazzling visuals that ultimately set it
apart. David niven, in his best role, plays a World War II RaF
pilot forced to bail out without a parachute. he wakes up to
find he has landed on earth utterly unharmed - something that
wasn’t meant to happen according to the rules of heaven. a
celestial court argues over whether or not to claim his life or to
let him survive to wed his american sweetheart. Utterly
compelling at every level, a Matter has a strong claim to be
considered one of the greatest of all British films.

Withnail & I

3/1/03

1987 - UK - 108 min. - colour
Directors: Bruce Robinson
Richard E. Grant, Paul McGann, Richard Griffiths,
Michael Elphick
one of the funniest and most original British films in the
second half of the 20th century; Withnail & I is one of the few
cult films that genuinely deserves its status. Set at the grey,
scabby end of the 1960s, the film is a marvellous character
study of two ‘resting’ (i.e. unemployed and unemployable)
actors whose bitterness and frustrated hopes mirror the era’s
soiled, run-down glory. Few films have explored bitterness and
filth with more acidic wit, and few actors have given more
exuberantly poisonous performances than the leading players.

Le Fabuleux Destin d’Amelie Poulain

17/1/03

2001 - Germany / France - 121 min. - colour and B&W
Director: Jean-Pierre Jeunet
Audrey Tautou, Mathieu Kassovitz, Yolande Moreau
amelie is France’s most successful film, captivating domestic
and foreign audiences with its warm-hearted fable of life as it
should be. Jeunet has set his charming and romantic comic
fantasy in a Paris scrubbed clean of all that is irksome and
noisome and the audience is swept along by the portrayal of
verdant vegetable stands, eccentric old artists, charming cafés,
bubbling canals and endless blue skies as amelie sets about
her joyous, self-given task of making the world a better place.

